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This is a true story about what my twin boys went through with their biological father in the court system. My boys did not have any rights or anyone to speak for them. As a mother
you cannot speak for your children in court. The judges and lawyers assume every case is the same. There are a lot of parents out there who just want to keep the other parent away
from the children just because they don’t want them in their lives anymore. Well because of that my boys suffered a lot. When you enter into the court system with your children they
become just a number. Then it becomes a money game with the lawyers, no one really cares about the best interest of the children. Throughout my story you will see how everyone
turned their head the other way, no one wanted to help my boys. All the signs were there that there was something terribly wrong, but no one wanted to get involved. Everyone was
afraid to speak up for the boys. I know that there are a lot of parents out there that are going through custody battles, the courts are backed up with them. There is a message in this
book that I need to get out.
Claire Eppington feels unfinished. Her mother died when Claire was young. Her father raised her in a home suffused with grief and loneliness. When she was an adult, her father left her
with a gift from her mother: a journal full of memories, hopes, and regrets. Claire can barely bring herself to open the porcelain-encrusted memorial. She is full of resentment, a fear of
death, and a nagging sense of incompletion. It is ironic, then, that Claire chooses a career overseeing the final rites of people whose families want their ashes spread at exotic or
distant locales. On a trip to Colombia to bring the remains of a client to a remote village on the Rio de Magdalena, Claire finds that her job may be more deadly than she expected. Her
assignment allows her to work with Manny Villareal, a handsome and rugged photographer. What Claire does not know is that Manny used to work as a security chief for his family's
cartel. When Manny's brother becomes threatened, Claire becomes a pawn in a dangerous game. Pursued by an assassin and pressed by military groups, a rogue DEA agent, and a
greedy relative seeking to overthrow the cartel, Manny is forced to make a choice. Does he save his family, or the woman he is beginning to love? Claire is faced with her mother's
legacy, a dangerous assignment in a country full of beauty and romance, and the possibility that her greatest fear may become a reality.
Most people who have lost a child write books about how to cope with the child's death. Author Lori Plegge has taken a different perspective on losing a child. Instead of writing about
how to cope with the death of a child, she has decided to write a story about her son's life. When Tomorrow Starts Without Me is a true story about the life and death of a young man
named Anthony. No matter how hard Lori tried to raise Anthony right, he made some bad choices in his life and those bad choices led to his death. When reading this book you will
experience every emotion possible, you become a part of the story. When Tomorrow Starts Without me is not just a sad story about the death of a 19 year old boy but it also tells you
funny childhood stories along with some near death experiences Anthony had. Even though the loss of a child is a very tragic thing, Lori has managed to take that tragedy and turn it
into something positive to help others.

Scout McBride was born into ranching life in the West Texas desert outside El Paso. He learned to ride a horse almost before he could walk, grew up communicating with animals
around the harsh land, and spoke Spanish with his first friend, a boy from Mexico. It was a tough environment for one so young and as Scout follows a rugged path to becoming a man,
he knows that to emulate the men he admires, he must keep one thing in mind: Cowboys don't cry.
Welcome to Destiny, or should I say Middle Earth… Jack Lang, sheriff, former Navy pilot. To say Destiny was not what I expected would be like saying Wolverine's fingernails were long
enough for a manicure. I'd been looking for Mayberry, a quaint little safe town to raise my daughter. That ship sailed when I met Tempest Pomeroy, who turned out to be a storm witch
with a djinn brother and an ex who was… hell, I don't know what he is. But I wasn’t sure I could stay. I had a teenage daughter to consider. Tempe Pomeroy, Tempestaerie, mail lady,
and - as Jack likes to say - trouble magnet. Isn't it just like a man to exit a relationship when he finds out a woman has a few little secrets? In case you haven't figured it out, I'm the
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woman with the secrets. Following Jack's, um, enlightenment, he finally started investigating my little brother's disappearance, but time is running out and our relationship has gone
from attraction to suspicion, support to friendship, romance to oh-my-god-get-away-from-me revulsion. Jack’s an ex-Navy pilot. He says he wants to know “everything”. He may stick
around, help me save my brother and discover the whereabouts of my mother, but I doubt he’ll still want to take me to the Mardi Gras ball, once he knows “everything”. He'll probably
take the first jet out of Middle Earth. 'Cause there’s a lot of everything…
A dazzling novel based on the hit television series Saving Grace In the shadow of past misfortune, Oklahoma police detective Grace Hanadarko lives life hard and fast. After Grace’s
drinking and driving leads to tragedy, an uncharacteristic angel named Earl answers her prayers and hopes to guide her back on the right path. But saving Grace is about to become a
hell of a ride. Ever defiant and rebellious, Grace does have a soft side, especially for kids. The body of a teenage boy dredged out of the Oklahoma River appears to be a suicide. But
Grace soon discovers that the boy, Zack Lacey, may have been murdered, the victim of a brutal hate crime. As Grace digs with her typical driven style, she uncovers shocking secrets
in young Zack’s life, forcing her to wrestle with questions of faith, hope, and justice. She’ ll deliver justice for the boy. As for faith–well, she’s working on it.
Lord, Please Don't Let Her See Me Cry is a true story of child abuse so atrocious I have suffered from it for over fifty years, having not only to endure the memory but also being forced
to see the scars every time I change my clothes. I only survived because of my faith in God and God's mercy on me. As a child, I promised God that if he would see me through, I would
one day pay him back by helping other children in similar situations. I hope this book helps bring the attention of the world to the problem of child abuse so that the abusers may be
punished and the abused healed. Please help the children of the world. They are our future.
Anthony is an intelligent man that was raised in a loving family that never told him what love meant. Introduced to sex at a young age and hearing and seeing the same from his family
members, he eventually thought and believed that’s what loves was—sex. Pleasure from women and getting what he came for from them was what he only knew. And saying “I love
you” just to have sex with a woman was something that he did without meaning or feeling; it was just life. Spinning out of control and dating—or so-called dating—as many women as
he could just to get his groove on, he started to wonder if what he was doing was right. Confused and feeling something was missing, he started to search for the right one that would
help him fi nd and know what true love is. He knew that in the long run, he would have to pay for his mistreatment of women’s hearts yet did not understand that it would affect him
also. He knew the pleasures of a woman’s body and never knew the pleasures of a woman’s heart—at least he thought he didn’t know. Follow Anthony as he fl oats through denial and
runs from love that he desperately wanted to have, give, and know.

The author describes the unalleviated horrors of daily life in Cambodia after Khmer Rouge radicals seized the capital of Phnom Penh and shares her experiences as the twelve-year-old
daughter of a high Cambodian official.
A frosty television host, a bubbly bar owner, and a litter of abandoned kittens. The recipe for ratings goldor heartbreak? Eve Marlow has her eyes on the prize: a third season of her
popular business makeover show, Do Over. But when her ratings take an unexpected dive, Eve needs a blockbuster new client, or she can kiss season three goodbye. She has her work
cut out for her, and that's before she discovers a litter of newborn kittens in a trash can. Now she's desperate to find someone to take them so she can concentrate on reviving her
career. Josie Swanson had to put her kitten rescue on the back burner when she inherited her father's bar two years ago. Since then, she's invested all her time and energy into
keeping it afloat, but despite her best efforts, Swanson's is going under. When she gets a phone call from Eve Marlow, host of the television show Josie applied to earlier that year, the
woman she's convinced can save her bar, Josie hopes her luck has finally turned. Eve knows what she needs to succeed, and it isn't Josie-or her bar. There's no denying the chemistry
sizzling between them, though. Josie's personality is as vibrant as her turquoise-tipped hair. She stirs things in Eve that haven't been stirred in a long time, but there's a reason she
keeps her heart under lock and key. Eve stands to lose a lot more than her TV show if she lets her guard down, no matter how tempted she is to see if Josie's love would be worth the
risk.
Every story has a beginning, a journey, and an end. Author Vera Leinvebers’s story begins in her beloved homeland of Latvia, just prior to the outbreak of World War II. Her early
childhood is filled with joy and music, but this idyllic, carefree existence is irrevocably silenced by the advancing drumbeats of war. The journey that follows proves so intense and
harrowing that in order to fi nd the emotional separation necessary to face her traumatic childhood memories, Leinvebers fi lters her experiences through the eyes of a young Latvian
girl called Lara. No Time to Cry tells the story of Lara’s harrowing ordeal in war-ravaged Europe. It is a story about brutality, hatred, and unimaginable loss, but it is also a lasting
testament to one little girl’s indomitable will to survive. When she loses nearly everything she holds dear, Lara desperately clings to the all that remains—the music indelibly etched in
her memory and a small, smooth stone that she retrieved from the charred remains of her former home. That small stone became her symbol of strength. If it could survive the inferno
and devastation, so could she. Join Lara as a traveller on the path of her war-ravaged childhood, a path that clearly proves that no matter how much one might suffer, when the goal is
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to survive there is simply no time to cry.
When ex-convict Tyrone Stokes returns to Brownsville, Louisiana he finds his son, Marcus, convicted of the rape and murder of a young girl.
An inspiring view of the compassionate side of the medical community through one doctor's essays on courage, friendship, and hope. Doctors Cry, Too is a collection of essays from the
heart of physician Frank H. Boehm, M.D. This moving and inspirational book deals with issues surrounding doctors, nurses, patients, their loved ones, and the perplexing issues that
relate to these individuals. These essays portray a medical profession who is sensitive, emotional, spiritual, and compassionate. They include special moments in the life of Dr. Frank
Boehm, such as a son and daughter going off to college, coping with the personal grief of losing loved ones, the birth of a granddaughter, and the healing that comes from joy. The
essays also address his point of view on such subjects as strength and courage, faith, happiness, depression, forgiveness, death and dying, friendship, the heartbreak of infertility,
parenting, and medical expectations. It is the author's hope that this book will help you understand that doctors are subject to the same stresses and pressures of life as everyone else,
and that by gaining insight into the heart of one physician, you will gain insight into the heart of many.
Excuse Me While I Ugly Cry by debut author Joya Goffney is an own voices story of an overly enthusiastic list maker who is blackmailed into completing a to-do list of all her worst fears.
It’s a heartfelt, tortured, contemporary YA high school romance. Fans of Jenny Han’s To All the Boys I’ve Loved Before and Kristina Forest’s I Wanna Be Where You Are will love the juicy
secrets and leap-off-the-page sexual tension. “A hilarious and swoonworthy story.” —Kristina Forest, author of Now That I’ve Found You “A fun, emotionally rich romance with a sweet,
imperfect character who will win your heart.” —Liara Tamani, author of All the Things We Never Knew Quinn keeps lists of everything—from the days she’s ugly cried, to “Things That I
Would Never Admit Out Loud” and all the boys she’d like to kiss. Her lists keep her sane. By writing her fears on paper, she never has to face them in real life. That is, until her journal
goes missing . . . Then an anonymous account posts one of her lists on Instagram for the whole school to see and blackmails her into facing seven of her greatest fears, or else her
entire journal will go public. Quinn doesn’t know who to trust. Desperate, she teams up with Carter Bennett—the last known person to have her journal—in a race against time to track
down the blackmailer. Together, they journey through everything Quinn’s been too afraid to face, and along the way, Quinn finds the courage to be honest, to live in the moment, and
to fall in love.
In order to escape the poverty of the south, Alona’s family moved to Chicago. The Crawford family has made a name for themselves as one of the leading Publishing Company in
Chicago. Alona has now become a successful stock broker, for an investment company. She also is an up and coming writer. She has it all, loving husband, two wonderful children. She
lives in a mansion, and drives a Mercedes Benz. Her world is turned upside down when she recognizes her childhood sweetheart at a dinner party, Drew Patton. A single Pastor, selfmade millionaire, who owns a multi-media empire in New Orleans. They reconnect again and share an unforgettable rendezvous weekend while attending a writer’s conference. Alona
and Drew, two devoted Christians will have their faith tested in this steamy love triangle. Was it love that brought them together? The Church will say it was Lust. The world will call it
Love. What will Alona decide? Will she risk her 10- year marriage to follow what she believes is her heart………? Your writer Taffi Stevens

Offers an eyewitness account of the 1851 uprising in Chile and the activities of the young liberals of Santiago who were inspired by events in France to bring change to their own
society.

Would you kill someone to save yourself? Jessie Doyle, a twenty-three-year-old college graduate, never believed she would until she became trapped in her own life-threatening
dilemma. From the moment they met, Luke Rogers knew he'd one day possess Jessie's soul. He set out and accomplished just that. Blinded by love, Jessie was tangled tighter in his
web of deceit. After months of psychological and physical abuse, being held captive by the threat he'd kill her if she ever left him, and the loss of her unborn child at the hands of his
assault, Jessie devised a desperate plan to escape. Convinced Luke would kill her, Jessie realized the only way she'd ever be free would be to kill him—first. Finally, he was dead. But
who really killed Luke Rogers? Consumed with guilt, Jessie left the horrors of her hometown. When she took a job in northern Vermont, she thought she was leaving her old life behind.
But someone followed her who believes he knows the truth. Accident or not, Jessie must have played some part in killing Luke. And she should suffer for that—in fact, she should die.
To save herself, Jessie must uncover the stalker's identity. But what will she do when she knows? She has to protect the secret and keep herself from being murdered in the process. In
doing so, she may be involved in killing someone—for the second time. In Hush Little Baby, Don't You Cry you'll be seized on page one and held spellbound to the end as Bobbie J.A.
Pfeifer takes you on a breathtaking journey into the world of a tortured young woman who's desperate to regain her life.
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Mariah Conrad has come home. Badly wounded on active duty in Afghanistan and finally released stateside, she has no family to call on and nowhere to go—until Quinn Walker arrives
at her bedside. Quinn…her brother-in-arms, ex-lover and now maybe her future. Quinn brings Mariah to his log cabin in the Appalachian Mountains of Kentucky to rest and recuperate
both physically and emotionally. While she's incredibly grateful, Mariah is also confused and frustrated. She's always stood on her own two feet, but now even that can literally be
torture. She's having flashbacks and blackouts, hearing helicopter noises in the night. She wants to push Quinn away—and hold him closer than ever. But will she get the chance?
Those helicopters are more than just post-traumatic stress; they're real—and dangerous. Bad things are happening on the mountain. Suddenly there's a battle to be fought on the
home front, and no guarantee of survival.

When to Cry when you're Born to be Strong is inspired by the little girl deep inside Elaina Jade, who always wanted to tell her story. But throughout life she ran into roadblocks, she got
discouraged, she lost hope, she lost herself and she learned how to detach herself from the world. Now she has a chance to tell her story. She Is a Survivor. In, When to Cry when
you're Born to be Strong Elaina Jade, will take you on her journey of how she overcame, her life struggles. Know matter what was thrown her way, no matter how hard times got, she
still Survived. Her mother was an addict, her brother was running from the law, and she was left at a safe house without knowing her mother's whereabouts. Trying to stay focused at
home and school and carry the weight of the world on her shoulders. Elainas' only hope was to Survive.
At Christmas 2009, Tina Jenkinson’s mother lost her fight with Multiple Sclerosis. Just a couple of months later came the first hint that Tina was facing her own deadly illness – breast
cancer. Don’t Let Me Cry is her account of the agonising days, weeks and months that followed and how she finally managed to come through them with a positive prognosis, changed
and battle-scarred but with her spirits high and a new direction to take in life. This book will be an inspiration to any woman who fears they may be facing the same ordeal.
When plus-sized beauty Isis and her sister, Egypt, start a new chapter of the Big Girls Book Club in Richmond, Virginia, they discover that drama follows them everywhere as they deal
with family issues, scandalous new members, and betrayal.

Harper's informs a diverse body of readers of cultural, business, political, literary and scientific affairs.
A collection of original poems by a new poet. Kylie Ade, writing since she learned how to, finally decided to put all her works together. We Cry Over Spilled Milk is a book where
complicated thoughts are finally put into words. The poems are relatable and go into a realm of empathy and understanding. Each piece comes with a corresponding drawing. This
book not only tracks the author's journey as a writer, but also her journey of who she is today. Life is hard and overwhelming and sometimes We Cry Over Spilled Milk.
"A seven-time Olympic medalist describes her battles with depression, eating disorders and substance abuse in spite of her successful career, recounting how she hid her struggles
from her loved ones before seeking help and finding renewal in the birth of her son. 75,000 first printing."

Exploring Literature is a complete teaching unit designed to give you everything needed to help students understand and appreciate fine literature. This exciting approach includes
classroom-tested activities sure to save you hours of valuable preparation time.

The landmark 1954 Supreme Court ruling, Brown v. Board of Education, brought the promise of integration to Little Rock, Arkansas, but it was hard-won for the nine black teenagers
chosen to integrate Central High School in 1957. They ran a gauntlet flanked by a rampaging mob and a heavily armed Arkansas National Guard—opposition so intense that soldiers
from the elite 101st Airborne Division were called in to restore order. For Melba Beals and her eight friends those steps marked their transformation into reluctant warriors—on a
battlefield that helped shape the civil rights movement. Warriors Don't Cry, drawn from Melba Beals's personal diaries, is a riveting true account of her junior year at Central High—one
filled with telephone threats, brigades of attacking mothers, rogue police, fireball and acid-throwing attacks, economic blackmail, and, finally, a price upon Melba's head. With the help
of her English-teacher mother; her eight fellow warriors; and her gun-toting, Bible-and-Shakespeare-loving grandmother, Melba survived. And, incredibly, from a year that would hold
no sweet-sixteen parties or school plays, Melba Beals emerged with indestructible faith, courage, strength, and hope.
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It's no wonder that Amarilis Presilla has titled her memoir ?Sometimes I Would Like to Sit Down and Cry.? Reminiscing can be painful when she thinks back on all the hardships she has
known?not just within her family but for the Cuban people as well. Since arriving in the United States from Cuba seven years ago, Amarilis has written it all down, reliving both the good
and the bad. Her idyllic childhood in the riverside village of Mayari was not to last. A powerful flood laid waste to her beloved town, yet this was nothing compared to the coming
upheaval of Castro's revolution. What follows is an epic tale of love, family, struggle, self-improvement, and rebellion. Finally escaping and reuniting with her family, Amarilis Presilla
now shares her triumphant story with you. ?Jack Silbert, The Hudson Reporter
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